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- Remove useless frames with help of rangebar - You can crop every frame, not just first - Trim whole video or selected frames
- You can crop frame with video that is not overlapped - You can crop video with different size - Set maximum image quality
after cropping - VidCrop supports most of the video formats, including avi, asf, mp4, mpg, mpeg, mov, wmv and more - You
can convert all your videos to any format you need - Some video codecs will be detected and automatically adjusted with quality
and size - VidCrop gives many predefined video sizes in presets, so you can easily crop almost any video * VidCrop comes with
free license ## About - VidCrop is a small free application that will help you crop your video with ease. * VidCrop has simple
but powerful interface that let you crop video in seconds ## Features - Supports all the video formats and allows you to crop
video with different widths, heights, framerates and with different size. - You can crop video not only with cropped frame but
also with video that is not overlapped. - VidCrop gives many predefined video sizes in presets, so you can crop almost any
video. - Video quality, frame size and conversion type are optional. - VidCrop gives you ability to convert video into almost any
format you need. - VidCrop allows you to set a starting point for rangebar with which you can crop video easily. ## About -
VidCrop comes with free license ## Advantages - VidCrop offers you features that are not available in any other software that
can crop your video. - VidCrop works with almost any videos, which is not available in any other software. - VidCrop supports
also many formats and for almost all of them it is available. - VidCrop has simple and user friendly interface. - VidCrop comes
with free license. ## Release note This release works with both windows and OSX. - OSX release version is macos-only. -
Windows release works with windows only. ## About - VidCrop has a graphical interface. You can use it without installing it. -
VidCrop can be run from any folder or directly from shortcut (right click and select option Run from
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Keyboard shortcut for easy access to most frequently used items in VidCrop, namely: . New in VidCrop version 6.0.5: * [new] -
there is a menu to choose a slice for cropping. * [new] - you can choose a time limit for rangebar and crop frame on it. * [new] -
there is a menu to choose a size for output avi/wmv video. * [new] - there is a button to choose crop frame according to chosen
frames. * [new] - there is a button to choose crop frame according to height or width of picture. * [bug] - there was an error
when crop frames by width/height and width/height not equals. * [bug] - there was an error when you choose 0 size for output
avi/wmv video. * [bug] - there was an error when you choose Auto or 0 for frames per second. VidCrop version 6.0.5 will be
released soon. All the bugfixes and new features are included in it. Bugfixes in VidCrop version 6.0.5: * [bug] - there was an
error when you choose 0 for frames per second. * [bug] - there was an error when you choose Auto or 0 for frames per second.
VideoCrop Description: VideoCrop is a compact application that will help you crop your video. VideoCrop has a simple and
friendly-using interface, thats why you will not have any difficulties managing it. KEYMACRO Description: Keyboard shortcut
for easy access to most frequently used items in VideoCrop, namely: . New in VideoCrop version 6.0.2: * [new] - there is a
menu to choose a slice for cropping. * [new] - you can choose a time limit for rangebar and crop frame on it. * [bug] - there was
an error when crop frames by width/height and width/height not equals. * [bug] - there was an error when you choose 0 size for
output avi/wmv video. * [bug] - there was an error when you choose Auto or 0 for frames per second. VideoCrop version 6.0.2
will be released soon. All the bugfixes and new features are included in it. 1d6a3396d6
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Crop Video is video editing software that will let you crop and combine the parts from multiple videos together. With one click
you can trim your video, crop out, merge, and rotate it. Crop Video will create a HTML5 video player with the original video
and its combinations. Video and sound will be played in the same moment. The video player will include custom controls for
trimming, resizing, rotating, and cropping. Crop Video has a built-in video player. You can play your video in HTML5 video
player, use embedded video player from any online video platform or create your own player by using embedded video player
API. You can play the original video from the same time, you can add custom controls. Custom controls are a great way to
provide your customers with customized player experience, even with different operating systems and different video players.
You can trim and crop your video and merge multiple videos together. You can also join multiple videos together. The audio
will be synced together. Video and audio will be included in the same moment. You can also separate audio and video and play
them in a separate player. Description: VidCycle is a great tool for editing your video. In the same way as with music, you can
adjust the audio of the video. In addition, you can do the same with your video's subtitles. Also, there are numerous video
effects that can be added to your video. You can combine the two video sources into one video, and even cut them out. In
addition, you can add effects to the video's soundtrack. In this way, you will be able to take advantage of a great sound design,
even with the source material. You can also use Photoshop like an image editing software. In this way, you can apply effects to
the picture, resize it, and also combine the video and picture to one video, even with their effect. Description: My Audio Video
Converter Platinum is the most complete program for you, which enables you to convert audio and video files with ease. With
it, you can convert any video and audio formats like AVI, MPEG, MP4, MOV, WMV, DAT, MP3, AAC, WMA, OGG, RA,
WAV, FLAC, MKV, TP, 3GP, and 3GPP to MP4, MOV, WMV, AVI, MP3, AAC, WAV, OGG, RA, FLAC, M4

What's New in the?

VidCrop is a compact application that will help you crop your movie image with ease. The program supports various digital
video formats. User can remove useless frames and also parts of the frames by cropping it, which gives a zoomed in, cramped
image with much important video information. By using VidCrop you can simply edit your video files by zooming it as far as
your resolution will let you and use edited and more informative video file for yourself on your website, blog or just play it on
your computer. VidCrop is very handy because it has a video preview for rangebar and a frame preview for cropping. Rangebar
will let you to choose the video from the first frame to the final. So you can cut off any frames you want from the begining and
from the final part. So you will be sure how the video will look like after cutting. Also there is a preview for cropping. You will
see Crop frame in preview box and you will see which parts from each side you want to crop. VidCrop supports all the video
formats depending on video codecs installed, so VidCrop can easily work with avi, asf, mp4, mpg, mpeg, mov, wmv and others.
Re encoded output video file would be avi or wmv and it will be controlled with width, height, frames per second and other
codec properties. So you choose a video file, such as your favourite movie, music video, cartoon or any video you have, choose
a part for cropping in the video preview and manage range bar for time limits and click Start. After converting you will got an
avi or wmv video with pixelsize that is set. VidCrop has a very simple and friendly-using interface, thats why you will not have
any difficulties managing it. VidCrop Requirements: VidCrop is easy to use. VidCrop is free to use. VidCrop is easy to install
and easy to use. VidCrop has a very simple and friendly-using interface. VidCrop allows you to crop your video file in a snap.
VidCrop doesn't require any user intervention to resize video or crop video. VidCrop is handy. VidCrop is multi-threaded, thus,
VidCrop will be much faster than other cropping software on the market. VidCrop can crop various video formats. What's new
in this version: Added support for IPod Touch. Added support for many portable devices. Improved video quality in crop mode.
Updated tooltips. Improved cutting mode. Version 2.0.9 added: VidCrop is now optimized for speed and resource. Re
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System Requirements For VidCrop:

MINIMUM Requires Internet Explorer 7+ RECOMMENDED Requires Windows XP SP2+ and IE8 or greater Requires
Windows Vista SP1+ and IE8 or greater OPTIONAL Requires Windows 7+ and IE8 or greater TESTED Requires Windows 7
SP1 and Internet Explorer 8 (32 or 64-bit) Requires Windows 8 and Internet Explorer 10 (32 or 64-bit) TEST
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